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Orbital order parameter in La0.95Sr0.05MnO3 probed by electron spin resonance
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The temperature dependence of the electron-spin resonance in La0.95Sr0.05MnO3 has been investigated and
analyzed in the paramagnetic regime across the orbital ordering transition. From the temperature dependence
and the anisotropy of linewidth and g value the orbital order can be unambiguously determined via the mixing
angle of the wave functions of the eg doublet. The linewidth shows a similar evolution with temperature as
resonant x-ray scattering results.
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In transition-metal oxides the orbital degrees of freedom
play an important role for the electric and magnetic
properties.1 Their coupling to spin, charge, and lattice is re-
sponsible for the occurrence of a variety of complex elec-
tronic ground states. Orbital order ~OO! can be derived via
the Jahn-Teller ~JT! effect2 or via superexchange ~SE! be-
tween degenerate orbitals under the control of strong
Hund’s-rule coupling.3 Strong correlations exist between
spin and orbital order and between OO and lattice distor-
tions, but of course a one-to-one correspondence cannot be
expected. While spin and lattice order can easily be detected
experimentally, this is not true for OO and so far the OO
parameter remains hidden. In recent years resonant x-ray
scattering ~RXS! has been used to derive information on the
OO parameter,4 but there is an ongoing dispute, whether
RXS probes the JT distortion or the orbital charge
distribution.5,6 Indirectly, OO can also be derived from dif-
fraction experiments via lattice distortions and bond
lengths.7–10 In this work we demonstrate that electron-spin
resonance ~ESR! can be used to detect OO and to monitor
the evolution of the OO parameter. Probing the spin of the
partially filled d shell of the Mn31 ions by ESR, the anisot-
ropy and temperature dependence of g value and linewidth
DH provide clear information on OO via spin-orbit ~SO!
coupling.

The power of ESR to gain insight into OO will be dem-
onstrated on A-type antiferromagnetic ~AFM! LaMnO3 (TN
5140 K), the parent compound of the magnetoresistance
manganites and a paradigm for a cooperative JT effect that
suggests a d3x22r2 /d3y22r2-type OO below TJT5750 K.11
However, it has been shown that SE interactions play an
important role, too.12 Several recent studies exhibit clear
anomalies of the ESR parameters at the JT transition in both
doped and pure LaMnO3.13–16 The orbitally ordered O8
phase is characterized by an anisotropy of DH ,16,17 which for
polycrystalline samples reduces to a broad maximum in DH
(T).14,15 Previously, the angular dependences of DH and the
resonance field H res had been analyzed for 200 K and 300 K
in high-temperature approximation, allowing to estimate the
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya ~DM! interaction and the strength of
the zero-field splitting ~ZFS! parameters.18 At X-band fre-
quencies ~9 GHz! DH was of the same order of magnitude as
H res and due to the overlap with the resonance at 2H res and
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their mutual coupling via the nondiagonal elements of the
dynamic susceptibility19 the values for H res contained a
rather large uncertainty. To avoid these problems we per-
formed new experiments at Q-band frequencies ~34 GHz!,
which allowed a better determination of H res .

The scope of the present paper is the comprehensive
analysis of the temperature dependence and anisotropy of
DH and the g value of the ESR signal in La0.95Sr0.05MnO3.
We chose this concentration for the present study as an un-
twinned single crystal was available and TJT;605 K is ac-
cessible to our experimental setup.20,21

ESR measurements were performed with a Bruker ELEX-
SYS E500 CW spectrometer at X- (n'9.4 GHz,4.2 K<T
<670 K) and Q-band frequencies (n'34 GHz,4.2 K<T
<290 K), using a continuous gas-flow cryostat for He ~Ox-
ford!. The oriented sample was mounted in a quartz tube
with paraffin. A goniometer allowed the rotation of the
sample around an axis perpendicular to the static magnetic
field HW ext .

Figure 1~a! shows DH for X-band frequency and Fig. 2
shows DH ~inset! and the effective g value geff
5hn/(mBH res) determined from H res for Q-band frequency.
The observed linewidths at both frequencies nicely coincide.
Only near the minimum below 200 K the absolute values are
slightly enhanced at 34 GHz as compared to 9 GHz. While
the g values obtained at X-band frequency bear a rather large
uncertainty,16,18 at Q-band frequency the g values show a
regular temperature dependence, approaching a constant
high-temperature value and increasing for T→TN . First, we
determined the ZFS parameters D and E from the tempera-
ture dependence of H res at Q-band frequency. Using the gen-
eral formula for the resonance shift due to crystal-field ~CF!
effects18,22 and accounting only for the rotation ~angle g) of
the MnO6 octahedra in the ac plane ~axis notation such as in
Ref. 23!, we obtained the following expressions for the ef-
fective g values for HW ext applied along one of the crystallo-
graphic axes

ga ,c
eff ~T !

ga ,c
'11

D
T2TCW

@~3z21 !63~11z !sin~2g !# ,

~1!
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gb
eff~T !

gb
'12

2D
T2TCW

~3z21 !, ~2!

with the Curie-Weiss ~CW! temperature TCW and z5E/D .
All terms of second and higher order in D/(T2TCW) were
neglected. The temperature dependence of the effective g
values is, hence, given by the CW law of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility. Excluding the critical regime on approaching
magnetic order below 170 K, the data are well described by
this approach ~solid lines in Fig. 2!, where TCW was kept

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of ~a! DH(T) and ~b! DH
•x(T)/x0(T) at 9.35 GHz for HW ext parallel to the crystallographic
axes. Solid and dashed lines represent fits using Eq. ~3! as described
in the text. Inset: temperature dependence of the inverse ESR inten-
sity of a polycrystalline sample.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the effective g value geff(T)
and DH(T) ~inset! at 34 GHz for HW ext parallel to the crystallo-
graphic axes. The solid lines represent fits using Eqs. ~1! and ~2! for
geff , the dashed lines for DH are the same as in Fig. 1~a!.
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fixed at 111 K.16 The rotation angle was chosen as g513° as
observed in pure LaMnO3.7,23 Then all data can be consis-
tently described by D50.60(2) K, the E/D-ratio z
50.37(1), and the g values ga51.988(1), gb51.986(1),
and gc51.984(1). From these crystallographic g values, the
local g values of Mn31 can be calculated as gz51.977, gy
(5gb)51.986, and gx51.995, typical for ions with less
than half-filled 3d shell with the longest and shortest Mn-O
bond along the local z and x direction, respectively.24

The main result of this evaluation is the E/D ratio, which
we improved in comparison to our previous estimate18 by the
Q-band experiment. For HW ext applied along the b axis the
data are nearly T independent, whereas they clearly exhibit
the CW behavior for the other orientations. Regarding the
equation for gb , this is only possible, if the factor (3z21) is
close to zero and hence z'1/3. This result is independent of
the value of the rotation angle g . Only the absolute value of
D directly depends on the choice of g , which accounts for
the splitting of the resonance fields between a and c direc-
tion.

With the obtained E/D ratio we now focus on the line-
width data. A detailed derivation of the CF contributions to
DH in the cooperatively JT distorted perovskite structure
accounting for the mutual rotations of the MnO6 octahedra is
presented in Ref. 25. This theoretical approach can be sum-
marized in the formula

DH (q ,w)~T !5
x0~T !

x~T ! H GDM1t2bFGCFf reg
(q ,w)

1GCFDS TN

6~T2TN! D
a

f div
(q ,w)G J , ~3!

with the free Curie susceptibility x0}T21, the static suscep-
tibility x(T), and t512T/TJT . The first term describes the
contribution GDM of the DM interaction as introduced by
Huber et al.13 This contribution is expected to survive the JT
transition and hence to determine the line broadening also at
T.TJT . The second and third term, GCF and GCFD , represent
the regular and divergent CF contributions, respectively.
Only the latter diverges for T→TN with an exponent a ,
whereas both terms decrease for T→TJT with a critical ex-
ponent 2b , with b being the critical exponent of the ZFS
parameters D and E. The angular factors f reg

(q ,w) and f div
(q ,w)

read

f reg
(q ,w)5 f div1~11z !2~11 3

2 sin2q !,

f div
(q ,w)5 1

2 @123z12g~11z !#2~12sin2q sin2w !

1 1
2 @123z22g~11z !#2~12sin2q cos2w !,

where q and w are the polar and azimuthal angles between
HW ext and the crystallographic b and c axes, respectively. An
analogous calculation to the one presented in Ref. 25 showed
that the DM interaction does not exhibit any critical behavior
at TN . To minimize the number of fit parameters, we ne-
glected here any angular dependence of the DM contribution.
In first approximation this is justified by the observation that
above TJT the linewidth is isotropic. However, generally an
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anisotropy of the DM contribution can arise in the orbitally
ordered state.18 But it consists itself at least in two contribu-
tions from different Mn-O-Mn bond geometries, and its
transformation to an isotropic behavior on approaching TJT
needs further theoretical considerations. The susceptibility
x(T) can be approximated by a CW law in case of T inde-
pendent exchange constants. At TJT , however, a kink shows
up in x(T) resulting in a higher CW temperature obtained
from data above the transition,20 a fact that demands caution
when assuming a CW law throughout the whole O8 phase, as
the fitting parameters, especially b , could be influenced by
changes in the exchange constants. To check the sensitivity
of the fit results to the susceptibility anomaly at TJT , we
evaluated the linewidth data both with a simple CW term
@Fig. 1~a!# and using the real susceptibility @Fig. 1~b!#. In the
latter case we transformed the linewidth data into DH
•x(T)/x0(T) @see Eq. ~4!#. The spin susceptibility was de-
termined by the ESR intensity IESR of a powder sample, in
order to avoid the influence of the skin effect.16 To illustrate
the coincidence of the JT transition of both the single crystal
and the polycrystalline material, the temperature dependence
of 1/IESR is shown in the inset of Fig. 1~b! and the corre-
sponding linewidth is included in Fig. 1~a!. It turned out that
the fit results are stable with respect to these two procedures.
Only the transition temperature TJT5618 K is slightly higher
than 605 K when using the experimental susceptibility in-
stead of a pure CW behavior. But both values remain within
the experimental uncertainty of DTJT5610 K for the tran-
sition temperatures for both single crystal and powder
sample.

In the minimal model we omitted the divergent CF con-
tribution (GCFD50), kept the CW temperature fixed at
TCW5111 K, and the rotation angle in the ac plane was set
to g513°. In addition, the parameter z50.37 was taken
from the evaluation of the g values. The JT temperature was
allowed to vary between 600 K and 620 K. So only three fit
parameters remain, the regular part of the CF contribution
GCF , its critical exponent b at the JT transition, and the DM
contribution GDM . A simultaneous fit ~Fig. 1: solid lines! of
DH(T) is satisfactorily performed above 200 K with GDM
51.0(1) kOe, GCF50.57(2) kOe, and b50.16(1).

Finally, we added the effect of the divergent CF contribu-
tion, which allows us to increase the splitting between DHa
and DHc to lower temperatures, as observed in the experi-
ment. As shown in Fig. 1 ~dashed lines! a qualitative descrip-
tion was obtained by fitting the X-band data with GCFD
510 kOe and a51.8 with fixed TN5135 K. To show the
good agreement of the X- and Q-band data, we display the
same fit curves in the inset of Fig. 2. Theoretically, a smaller
exponent a theo50.75 is expected, but a pure power law holds
only for temperatures close to TN .25

The DM contribution GDM51.0 kOe determined in the
O8 phase is lower than the one expected from DH
'1.4 kOe in the O8 phase. This discrepancy can be ex-
plained by contributions of the CF due to the dynamic JT
effect present in the O8 phase.26 Comparison with the regular
CF contribution GCF50.57 kOe allows us to estimate the
averaged value DDM of the DM interaction as defined in Ref.
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13. The ratio of the linewidth contributions equals the ratio
of the respective second moments approximated by
10(DDM /D)2'GDM /GCF .13 With D50.6 K one obtains
DDM'0.25 K. These values are free from the uncertainty in
the estimation of the exchange frequency in the exchange-
narrowed linewidth,25 because we used the g values to deter-
mine the absolute values. Though being smaller than earlier
estimates for polycrystalline LaMnO3 their relative strength
is in good agreement with previous results.13,14

After having extracted the ZFS parameters we will now
discuss the consequences for OO in LaMnO3: In Fig. 3~a!
the transformed ESR linewidth DHa•x(T)/x0(T) ~for
HW extia), which bears the critical behavior on approaching
TJT @see Eq. ~4!#, and the RXS intensity obtained by Mu-
rakami et al.4 for LaMnO3 are shown to visualize the simi-
larity of the two quantities on approaching both TN and TJT .
It has been pointed out that the RXS intensity close to TJT is
}(12T/TJT)2b,6 where b denotes the critical exponent of
the OO parameter given by the pseudo spin TW
51/2(sinQ,0,cosQ).6,27 The angle Q52 arctan(c2 /c1) is a
measure of the mixing of the wave functions of the eg dou-
blet in the ground state

cg5c1u3z22r2&1c2ux22y2&. ~4!

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of ~a! the reduced ESR line-
width in La0.95Sr0.05MnO3 compared to the RXS intensity of
LaMnO3 taken from Ref. 4. The solid line is a fit of the RXS
intensity as described in the text. Inset: Q dependence of the nor-
malized optical spectral weight Ic /Iab following Ref. 28 ~solid line!
with the experimentally derived Q values; ~b! temperature depen-
dence of c1 and c2 determined by neutron diffraction taken from
Ref. 7. The dashed lines were obtained using K(12T/TJT)0.08
1221/2.
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To compare the results of RXS and ESR we fitted the RXS
data in the vicinity of the JT transition (650 K<T<TJT
5780 K) with such a critical behavior @solid line in Fig.
3~a!# and obtained an exponent b50.16(1) in agreement
with the ESR linewidth. Considering that the ZFS parameters
can be denoted as

D523~r1l2/D !cosQ , ~5!

E52A3~r1l2/D !sinQ , ~6!

with the spin-spin coupling r , the SO coupling l and the
t2g2eg splitting energy D ,24 it is easy to identify the relation
with the OO parameter TW . Despite the lack of data in the
critical regime, Fig. 3~b! shows the orbital mixing coeffi-
cients c1 and c2 determined from a neutron-diffraction ~ND!
study by Rodriguez-Carjaval et al.7 The dashed lines were
obtained by using

K~12T/TJT!b/21221/2, ~7!

with TJT5750 K and a critical exponent b/250.08 provided
by D}(c1

22c2
2) and E}c1c2. With K150.10 and

K2520.12 the data for c1 and c2 can be well described
throughout the JT distorted phase. However, attempting to
describe the three data points in the critical regime rather
suggests b;0.3. Only a detailed structural study in the criti-
cal regime will allow a direct confirmation of the critical
exponent for c1 and c2, but b50.16 as determined from
ESR and RXS yields a reasonable description.

The main aim of this study is to estimate the angle Q
5A3 arctan(E/D) and to determine the type of OO by using
the obtained value E/D50.37(1), which after taking into
account the transformation to a local coordinate system25 re-
sults in QESR;92°. Another estimate has been obtained
from neutron diffraction via the orbital mixing coefficients at
room temperature c1'0.8 and c2'0.6 resulting in QND
5106°.7 This discrepancy cannot be easily explained. How-
ever, Tobe et al. tried to explain the anisotropy of the optical
conductivity in LaMnO3 on the basis of a p-d transition
model by using the ratio
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Ic /Iab52~12cosQ !/~21cosQ ! ~8!

between the optical spectral weight with the polarization
within the ferromagnetic ~FM! plane ~there ab) and along
the AFM axis ~there c).28 Their simple model @see inset of
Fig. 3~a!# suggests a value Q;74° to describe the experi-
mental value of Ic /Iab50.6 at 10 K in the AFM regime.
Theoretically, only a slight decrease of Q below TN is
expected12,29 and therefore QESR;92° yields a better de-
scription of the anisotropic properties of LaMnO3 in the or-
bitally ordered state above TN than QND;106°. Alejandro
et al. derived a similar E/D value from ESR data in
La7/8Sr1/8MnO3 in agreement with our result.17 To the best of
our knowledge no Q estimate has been obtained by RXS and
it is worthwhile to note that the RXS intensity becomes
maximal for Q5p/2,6 the value obtained by ESR. Follow-
ing Maezono and coworkers Q5p/2 characterizes OO sta-
bilized by the SE processes in the FM bonds and the
electron-phonon coupling is small compared to the
bandwidth.27 Recent calculations by Sikora and Oleś suggest
Q5p/2 at T5TN and Q583° at T50, in order to explain
both the anisotropic exchange constants of LaMnO3 and the
high JT transition temperature.29 These findings are in accor-
dance with our experimentally derived value for the orbital
ordering.

In summary, we were able to determine unambiguously
the type of orbital ordering in paramagnetic La0.95Sr0.05MnO3
by a consistent description of the temperature dependences
of the effective g factor and the ESR linewidth. The evolu-
tion of the OO parameter monitored by the RXS intensity
shows an intriguing similarity to the ESR linewidth. The
derived mixing angle Q592° suggests that OO is dominated
by SE coupling in agreement with theoretical predictions.
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